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PROPOSITION

52

MEDI-CAL HOSPITAL FEE PROGRAM.
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE.

OFFICIAL TITLE AND SUMMARY

• Extends indefinitely an existing statute
that imposes fees on hospitals to obtain
federal matching funds.
• Uses fees to fund Medi-Cal health care
services, care for uninsured patients, and
children’s health coverage.
• Requires voter approval to change use of
fees or funds.
• Permits other amendments or repeal by
Legislature with a two-thirds vote.
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• Declares fee proceeds do not count as
revenue toward state spending limit or
Proposition 98 funding requirement.

SUMMARY OF LEGISLATIVE ANALYST’S ESTIMATE OF
NET STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT FISCAL IMPACT:

PREPARED BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

known whether the Legislature would
have extended the hospital fee absent the
measure.
• If the Legislature would have extended
the hospital fee absent this measure,
the measure would likely have relatively
little fiscal effect on the state and local
governments.
• If the Legislature would not have extended
the hospital fee absent the measure, the
measure could result in state General
Fund savings of around $1 billion annually
and increased funding for public hospitals
in the low hundreds of millions of dollars
annually.

• The fiscal effect of this measure is
uncertain primarily because it is not
ANALYSIS BY THE LEGISLATIVE ANALYST

BACKGROUND
Overview of Medi-Cal and Hospitals
Medi-Cal Provides Health Care Benefits to
Low-Income Californians. The Medi-Cal
program provides health care benefits to
low-income Californians who meet certain
eligibility requirements. These health care
benefits include services such as primary
care visits, emergency room visits, surgery,
and prescription drugs. Currently, MediCal provides health care benefits to over
13 million Californians. Total spending
on Medi-Cal in 2015–16 was roughly
$95 billion, of which about $23 billion was
from the state’s General Fund (its main
operating account).
Cost of Medi-Cal Is Shared Between the State
and the Federal Government. For most costs
24 | Title and Summary / Analysis

of the Medi-Cal program, the state and
the federal government each pay half of
the costs. In some instances, the federal
government pays a greater share of the costs
than the state. In order to receive federal
funding for Medi-Cal, the state must follow
various federal laws and requirements.
Public and Private Hospitals Provide Care to
People Enrolled in Medi-Cal. There are about
450 private and public general acute care
hospitals (“hospitals”) licensed in California
that provide services such as emergency
services, surgery, and outpatient care to
Californians, including those enrolled in
Medi-Cal. About four-fifths of the hospitals
are private and about one-fifth of the
hospitals are public. Public hospitals are
owned and operated by public entities such
as counties or the University of California.
Private hospitals are owned and operated by
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private entities, which can be nonprofit or
for-profit.

increased Medi-Cal payments for hospitals
and grants for public hospitals ($3.7 billion
in 2015–16) and (2) to generate state
General Fund savings ($850 million in
2015–16). The hospital fee revenue used
for increased Medi-Cal payments was
matched with $4.4 billion in federal MediCal funding, resulting in $8.1 billion in total
Medi-Cal payments and grants to hospitals in
2015–16.
Hospital Fee Results in a Net Benefit to
Hospital Industry. As shown in Figure 1, the
hospital industry received in 2015–16 a net
benefit of $3.5 billion as a result of the fee

Hospital Quality Assurance Fee
In recent years, the state has imposed a
special charge on most private hospitals.
This charge is called the Hospital Quality
Assurance Fee (“hospital fee”). It has been
collected since 2009. The charging of
the hospital fee by the state is set to end
on January 1, 2018. Figure 1 depicts the
collection and use of hospital fee revenue
in 2015–16. The fee revenue is used for
two purposes: (1) to fund the state share of
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Figure 1

State Savings and Hospital Net Benefit
Resulting From the Hospital Fee in 2015–16
Hospital Fee Paid to State
$4.6 Billion

Private Hospitals

State Government

Medi-Cal Payments
and Grants to Hospitals
$3.7 Billion

General Fund
Savings
$0.9 Billion

Federal Government Matches
State Medi-Cal Paymentsa
$4.4 Billion

Total Payments and Grants Received $8.1 Billion
Public and
Private Hospitals

$3.7 Billion

Hospital Industry Net Benefit =

$4.4 Billion

$8.1 Billion payments received
− 4.6 Billion fees paid
$3.5 Billion net benefit

a The state and the federal government share the costs of Medi-Cal. When the state spends money

on Medi-Cal, the federal government generally provides federal funding to pay for the federal share
of the costs.

For the full text of Proposition 52, see page 122.
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ANALYSIS BY THE LEGISLATIVE ANALYST

because the hospitals received $8.1 billion
in payments and paid $4.6 billion in fees.
Public hospitals in particular received
a benefit of $235 million in 2015–16,
comprised of grants and increased Medi-Cal
payments. (While the hospital industry as a
whole received a net benefit, a small number
of private hospitals paid more in fee revenue
than they received in Medi-Cal payments.)
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Money From Hospital Fee Results in State
Savings. As shown in Figure 1, fee revenue is
used to generate state General Fund savings.
These savings occur because hospital
fee revenue is used to pay for children’s
health care services in Medi-Cal that would
otherwise be paid using state General
Fund money. (The state General Fund is
supported primarily through taxes such as
income and sales taxes.) The amount of fee
revenue used to generate state General Fund
savings is based on a formula in state law.
In 2015–16, the state General Fund savings
was about $850 million.
Legislature Has Extended Hospital Fee Several
Times in the Past. Since the fee began in
2009, the Legislature has extended it four
times from the date that the fee was to end
under law in place at the time. Consistent
with this past practice, the Legislature could
potentially enact a new law to extend the
current hospital fee beyond January 1, 2018
(the date when the current fee ends).
Any Extension of Hospital Fee Must Be
Approved by Federal Government. If the fee
is extended beyond January 1, 2018 by the
Legislature or by voters, the extension must
also be approved by the federal government
to receive federal funding. Federal
government approval is required because the
state uses hospital fee revenue to fund the
state share of Medi-Cal payment increases to

26 | Title and Summary / Analysis
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hospitals, and the federal government also
pays for part of these payment increases.

PROPOSAL
Makes Hospital Fee Permanent. While the
hospital fee would otherwise end under
current state law on January 1, 2018,
Proposition 52 extends the current fee
permanently. As with any extension of
the hospital fee, the extension under this
measure requires federal approval.
Makes It Harder for the State to End Hospital
Fee. Under the measure, the state could end
the hospital fee if two-thirds of each house
of the Legislature votes to do so. Under
current law, the fee can be ended with a
majority vote in each house.
Makes It Harder to Change the Hospital Fee.
Under the measure, changes to the hospital
fee generally would require future voter
approval in a statewide election. Under
current law, changes to the fee can be
made by the Legislature. For example, the
Legislature can change the formula used to
generate state General Fund savings. The
measure does allow the Legislature—with
a two-thirds vote of each house—to make
certain specific changes, such as those
necessary to obtain federal approval of the
hospital fee.
Excludes Money From Hospital Fee in Annual
Calculation of School Funding. The State
Constitution requires certain formulas to
be used to calculate an annual minimum
funding level for K–12 education and
California Community Colleges. These
formulas take into account the amount
of state General Fund revenue. As under
current practice, the measure excludes
money raised by the hospital fee in these
calculations. The measure provides for this
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exclusion in an amendment to the State
Constitution.

FISCAL EFFECTS
The fiscal effect of this measure is uncertain
primarily because it is not known whether
the Legislature would have extended the
hospital fee absent the measure. To date,
the Legislature has extended the fee four
times. Therefore, given past practice, it is
possible the Legislature would have extended
the hospital fee beyond January 1, 2018 in
any case. There are also recent changes to
federal law that may require changes to the
structure of the hospital fee, and these could
affect the fiscal impact of the hospital fee.
Below, we describe the fiscal effect of this
measure under two main scenarios:
• If Legislature Would Have Extended
Hospital Fee Absent the Measure. In this
case, the measure would likely have
relatively little fiscal effect on the state
and local governments (for the period
over which the Legislature extended the
fee). This is because the state would
already be generating General Fund
savings and providing funding to public
hospitals. We note, however, that absent
this measure the Legislature could
change the structure of the hospital
fee such that the General Fund savings
and public hospital benefit could be
different from what it has been.

For the full text of Proposition 52, see page 122.
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• If Legislature Would Not Have Extended
Hospital Fee Absent the Measure. In
this case, the measure would have a
major fiscal effect on the state and
local governments. The fiscal effects
under this scenario would likely be
similar to those experienced recently
(as adjusted for growth over time):
(1) annual General Fund savings of
about $1 billion and (2) annual funding
to the state and local public hospitals in
the low hundreds of millions of dollars.
The state and local governments also
would realize some increased revenues
as a result of the added federal funds
brought into the state by the fee. These
impacts, however, could be affected
by new federal requirements that may
require changes to the hospital fee. At
this time, it is unclear what changes to
the hospital fee would be necessary to
comply with federal requirements. Any
such changes could increase, decrease,
or not change at all the impacts on the
state and local governments.

52
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Visit http://www.sos.ca.gov/measure-contributions
for a list of committees primarily formed to support
or oppose this measure. Visit http://www.fppc.ca.gov/
transparency/top‑contributors/nov-16-gen-v2.html
to access the committee’s top 10 contributors.
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YOUR YES VOTE ON PROPOSITION 52 WILL KEEP A
GOOD IDEA WORKING—ONE THAT’S DOING A LOT OF
GOOD FOR A LOT OF GOOD PEOPLE WHO NEED THE
HELP.
WHAT DOES PROPOSITION 52 DO?
It does two things.
First, it extends the current Medi-Cal hospital fee
program that generates more than $3 billion a year
in federal matching funds that would not be available
otherwise. This money helps provide Medi-Cal health
care services to over 13 million Californians, including:
• 6.7 million children;
• 1.6 million seniors with chronic diseases;
• 4.5 million low-income working families whose wages
can’t sustain them; and
• persons with disabilities.
Second, Proposition 52 strictly prohibits the Legislature
from using these funds for any other purpose without a
vote of the people.
That’s it.
WHO IS BEHIND THIS INITIATIVE AND WHY IS IT ON
THE BALLOT?
The Medi-Cal hospital fee program was initially enacted
as a bi-partisan program by the Legislature in 2009.
It has been renewed three times, but each time there
have been attempts to divert the money to some other
use. It has been placed on the ballot by California’s over
400 local community hospitals in order to ensure that
California continues to receive its fair share of federal
matching funds for Medi-Cal in order to serve our most
vulnerable citizens and to prevent the diversion of the
funds for any other purpose.
WHO IS SUPPORTING PROPOSITION 52?

This Initiative has generated the unprecedented support
of virtually all major health care, business, labor, and
community organizations throughout the state. It is
unlikely that a consensus coalition like this has ever
been achieved before. For example, the California
Teachers Association, California Building Trades Council,
California Professional Firefighters and the Teamsters
Union and over 30 local unions have joined with
the California Chamber of Commerce, the California
Business Roundtable, as well as advocacy organizations
for children, seniors and the disabled. Additionally, it
has been endorsed by both the state Democratic and
Republican parties. In today’s very contentious political
environment, this alone is an amazing development.
HOW DOES PROPOSITION 52 IMPACT CALIFORNIA
TAXPAYERS?
This measure GENERATES OVER $3 BILLION IN
AVAILABLE FEDERAL FUNDS WITH NO STATE COST TO
CALIFORNIA TAXPAYERS.
By extending the current state Medi-Cal hospital fee the
state will continue to receive more than $3 billion a year
in available federal matching funds for Medi-Cal. Without
it, the shortfall will cause some community safety net
hospitals to close.
Please VOTE YES ON PROPOSITION 52 TO KEEP A
GOOD IDEA WORKING—THAT’S DOING A LOT OF
GOOD FOR A LOT OF GOOD PEOPLE.
C. DUANE DAUNER, President
California Hospital Association
THERESA ULLRICH, MSN, NP-C President
California Association of Nurse Practitioners
DEBORAH HOWARD, Executive Director
California Senior Advocates League

★ REBUTTAL TO ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF PROPOSITION 52 ★
PROP. 52 DOESN’T HELP ANYONE BUT HOSPITAL
CEOs AND LOBBYISTS.
PROP. 52 IS A BAIT-AND-SWITCH: The money it claims
to provide for children and seniors? They already get that
money. California law already provides the more than
$3,000,000,000 in funding for healthcare services.
Prop. 52 won’t change that.
What Prop. 52 really does is change our Constitution
to permanently remove any accountability, oversight,
or guarantee that the $3,000,000,000 be spent on
healthcare by these CEOs and their lobbyists.
Why are they spending tens of millions on Prop. 52?
Because they keep getting caught misusing our money:
• Hospital corporations profiting from Prop. 52 have
been fined hundreds of millions of dollars for
fraudulent, unnecessary, or excessive Medi-Cal or
Medicare billing.
• Other hospital CEOs took those tax dollars meant for
the poor and elderly and spent them on luxury car
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leases, country club memberships, and multi-million
dollar salaries for executives.
• Hospital CEOs sponsoring Prop. 52 make as much as
$153,000 EVERY WEEK.
All Prop. 52 does is remove any accountability or
oversight on the very CEOs who have committed fraud
and wasted precious tax dollars on luxury perks for
themselves.
Don’t get fooled by this complicated, unnecessary
change to our Constitution. It is a special interest trick
designed to eliminate oversight of greedy hospital CEOs
and their lobbyists—at the expense of taxpayers and
vulnerable Californians.
VOTE NO ON PROP. 52
www.No0n52.com
VIRGINIA ANDERS-ELLMORE, Nurse Practitioner
MICHELLE ROSS, Healthcare Worker
JOVITA SALCEDO, Medi-Cal Beneficiary

Arguments printed on this page are the opinions of the authors, and have not been checked for accuracy by any official agency.
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★ ARGUMENT AGAINST PROPOSITION 52 ★
“Our health care dollars should be treating patients, not
funding lavish perks for millionaire CEOs. Prop. 52 takes
resources from patients and communities and siphons
it into the pockets of rich special interests, with no
oversight, no accountability, and no guarantee it is even
spent on health care. That’s wrong and makes nurses’
and doctors’ jobs harder.”—Virginia Anders-Ellmore,
Nurse Practitioner
• Prop. 52 gives hospital CEOs a check worth more than
$3 billion—with no strings attached, no oversight, and
no requirement the money is spent on health care.
• Prop. 52 gives more than $3,000,000,000 to the
same CEOs already being paid millions and using our
tax dollars for perks like luxury car leases and golf
fees, with zero accountability.
• Prop. 52 is great for hospital CEOs and their lobbyists,
but bad for patients, low-income women and children,
seniors, and veterans.
The wealthy hospital CEOs and their lobbyists are
spending millions—including our tax dollars—to trick
you into believing Prop. 52 helps Medi-Cal patients.
It doesn’t. It hurts the people who need it most and only
helps hospital lobbyists and their overpaid CEOs.
This is what it really does:
• Prop. 52 frees hospital CEOs and lobbyists from any
oversight or accountability for how they spend the
$3,000,000,000 of taxpayer dollars they receive to
treat low-income residents.
• Forces the state to give billions in federal low-income
health care benefits to hospitals with no oversight, no
accountability, and no guarantee it will be spent on
health care at all, let alone health care for low-income
women, children, and seniors.
• These same CEOs and lobbyists have spent millions
intended for low-income health care on overpriced

CEO salaries, luxury boxes at sporting events, country
club memberships, payments to Wall Street investors,
and other perks.
Here is what advocates for low-income patients say:
“This initiative takes money from needy Californians and
gives it to rich millionaires instead, with no oversight
and no requirement it be spent on health care for poor
people, or even health care at all. Our healthcare system
is already broken—and this no-strings attached money
grab by rich CEOs will only make it worse.”—Michelle
Ross, Healthcare Worker
“I’m already struggling to make ends meet and can’t
afford to take my children to the doctor. Now they
want to take what little I have and give it to the special
interests and corporations who run for-profit hospitals, no
questions asked.”—Jovita Salcedo, Medi-Cal Patient
The corporate-funded California Hospital Association
wrote Prop. 52 in order to permanently guarantee more
than $3,000,000,000 of our federal and state health
care dollars go to them no matter what, with no oversight
and no guarantee it be spent on health care.
It rigs the system in favor of corporations and
millionaires and hurts low-income women, children,
and seniors. It eliminates oversight of how this
$3,000,000,000 in our tax money is spent and asks us
to trust the CEOs and lobbyists instead.
We need more oversight of CEOs, not less.
VOTE NO ON PROP. 52
www.No0n52.com
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VIRGINIA ANDERS-ELLMORE, Nurse Practitioner
MICHELLE ROSS, Healthcare Worker
JOVITA SALCEDO, Medi-Cal Beneficiary

★ REBUTTAL TO ARGUMENT AGAINST PROPOSITION 52 ★
What Proposition 52 IS . . . and what it’s NOT.
Prop. 52 is about providing access to Medi-Cal health
care services for children, seniors and low-income
families.
It simply EXTENDS the CURRENT state Medi-Cal
hospital fee that generates over $3 billion a year in
federal matching funds that pay for that care.
Proposition 52 IS NOT ABOUT COMPENSATION OR
SALARIES.
Who is FOR Proposition 52 . . . who is AGAINST?
Go to www.YesProp52.org for the entire list of nearly
1,000 supporters, but here is a representative sample:
California Hospital Association; California Teachers
Association; California Chamber of Commerce; California
Building Trades Council; California State Association
of Counties; California Labor Federation; the California
Business Roundtable; California Professional Firefighters;
as well as advocacy organizations for children, seniors
and the disabled.
There is ONLY ONE SMALL ORGANIZATION FUNDING
OPPOSITION TO 52. Its representative testified to

lawmakers that the LEGISLATURE SHOULD HAVE THE
POWER TO DIVERT HEALTH CARE DOLLARS to other
purposes.
We vigorously disagree.
Proposition 52, PROHIBITS THE LEGISLATURE FROM
DIVERTING these funds to any other purposes WITHOUT
a VOTE OF THE PEOPLE.
Medi-Cal has been caring for Californians for over 50
years. Today over thirteen million are touched, cared-for,
healed and made healthier because of Medi-Cal and it’s
made stronger by a good idea that’s working.
That good idea is Proposition 52.
Please vote YES on 52.
ANN-LOUISE KUHNS, President
California Children’s Hospital Association
GARY PASSMORE, Vice President
Congress of California Seniors
DR. SHANNON UDOVIC-CONSTANT, Trustee
California Medical Association

Arguments printed on this page are the opinions of the authors, and have not been checked for accuracy by any official agency.
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college, seismic hazards in buildings identified as high
priority by the college.
101148. All money deposited in the 2016 California
Community College Capital Outlay Bond Fund that is
derived from premium and accrued interest on bonds sold
shall be reserved in the fund and shall be available for
transfer to the General Fund as a credit to expenditures for
bond interest, except that amounts derived from premium
may be reserved and used to pay the cost of the bond
issuance prior to any transfer to the General Fund.
101149. The bonds issued and sold pursuant to this
chapter may be refunded in accordance with Article 6
(commencing with Section 16780) of Chapter 4 of Part 3
of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code, which is a
part of the State General Obligation Bond Law. Approval by
the voters of the state for the issuance of the bonds
described in this chapter includes the approval of the
issuance of any bonds issued to refund any bonds originally
issued under this chapter or any previously issued refunding
bonds. Any bond refunded with the proceeds of refunding
bonds as authorized by this section may be legally defeased
to the extent permitted by law in the manner and to the
extent set forth in the resolution, as amended from time to
time, authorizing such refunded bond.
101149.5. The people hereby find and declare that,
inasmuch as the proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized
by this chapter are not “proceeds of taxes” as that term is
used in Article XIII B of the California Constitution, the
disbursement of these proceeds is not subject to the
limitations imposed by that article.
SEC. 4. General Provisions.
(a) If any provision of this act, or part thereof, is for any
reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional, the remaining
provisions shall not be affected, but shall remain in full
force and effect, and to this end the provisions of this act
are severable.
(b) This act is intended to be comprehensive. It is the
intent of the people that in the event this act or measures
relating to the same subject shall appear on the same
statewide election ballot, the provisions of the other
measure or measures shall be deemed to be in conflict
with this act. In the event that this act receives a greater
number of affirmative votes, the provisions of this act shall
prevail in their entirety, and all provisions of the other
measure or measures shall be null and void.

PROPOSITION 52
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in
accordance with the provisions of Section 8 of Article II of
the California Constitution.
This initiative measure adds a section to the California
Constitution and amends sections of the Welfare and
Institutions Code; therefore, existing provisions proposed
to be deleted are printed in strikeout type and new
provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type
to indicate that they are new.

PROPOSED LAW
SECTION 1. Statement of Findings.
A. The federal government established the Medicaid
program to help pay for health care services provided to
low-income patients, including the elderly, persons with
disabilities, and children. In California this program is
122 | Text of Proposed Laws
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called Medi-Cal. In order for any state to receive federal
Medicaid funds, the state has to contribute a matching
amount of its own money.
B. In 2009, a new program was created whereby California
hospitals began paying a fee to help the state obtain
available federal Medicaid funds, at no cost to California
taxpayers. This program has helped pay for health care for
low-income children and resulted in California hospitals
receiving approximately $2 billion per year in additional
federal money to help hospitals to meet the needs of
Medi-Cal patients.
SEC. 2. Statement of Purpose.
To ensure that the fee paid by hospitals to the state for the
purpose of maximizing the available federal matching
funds is used for the intended purpose, the people hereby
amend the Constitution to require voter approval of changes
to the hospital fee program to ensure that the state uses
these funds for the intended purpose of supporting hospital
care to Medi-Cal patients and to help pay for health care
for low-income children.
SEC. 3. Amendment to the Constitution.
SEC. 3.1. Section 3.5 is added to Article XVI of the
California Constitution, to read:
seC. 3.5. (a) No statute amending or adding to the
provisions of the Medi-Cal Hospital Reimbursement
Improvement Act of 2013 shall become effective unless
approved by the electors in the same manner as statutes
amending initiative statutes pursuant to subdivision (c) of
Section 10 of Article II, except that the Legislature may,
by statute passed in each house by roll call vote entered
into the journal, two-thirds of the membership concurring,
amend or add provisions that further the purposes of the
act.
(b) For purposes of this section:
(1) “Act” means the Medi-Cal Hospital Reimbursement
Improvement Act of 2013 (enacted by Senate Bill 239 of
the 2013–14 Regular Session of the Legislature, and any
nonsubstantive amendments to the act enacted by a later
bill in the same session of the Legislature).
(2) “Nonsubstantive amendments” shall only mean minor,
technical, grammatical, or clarifying amendments.
(3) “Provisions that further the purposes of the act” shall
only mean:
(A) Amendments or additions necessary to obtain or
maintain federal approval of the implementation of the
act, including the fee imposed and related quality
assurance payments to hospitals made pursuant to the act;
(B) Amendments or additions to the methodology used for
the development of the fee and quality assurance payments
to hospitals made pursuant to the act.
(c) Nothing in this section shall prohibit the Legislature
from repealing the act in its entirety by statute passed in
each house by roll call vote entered into the journal,
two-thirds of the membership concurring, except that the
Legislature shall not be permitted to repeal the act and
replace it with a similar statute imposing a tax, fee, or
assessment unless that similar statute is either:
(1) A provision that furthers the purposes of the act as
defined herein;
(2) Is approved by the electors in the same manner as
statutes amending initiative statutes pursuant to
subdivision (c) of Section 10 of Article II.

TEXT OF PROPOSED LAWS
(d) The proceeds of the fee imposed by the act and all
interest earned on such proceeds shall not be considered
revenues, General Fund revenues, General Fund proceeds
of taxes, or allocated local proceeds of taxes, for purposes
of Sections 8 and 8.5 of this article or for the purposes of
Article XIII B. The appropriation of the proceeds in the
trust fund referred to in the act for hospital services to
Medi-Cal beneficiaries or other beneficiaries in any other
similar federal program shall not be subject to the
prohibitions or restrictions in Sections 3 or 5 of this article.
SEC. 4. Amendments
to
Medi-Cal
Hospital
Reimbursement Improvement Act of 2013.
SEC. 4.1. Section 14169.72 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code is amended to read:
14169.72. This article shall become inoperative if any of
the following occurs:
(a) The effective date of a final judicial determination
made by any court of appellate jurisdiction or a final
determination by the United States Department of Health
and Human Services or the federal Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services that the quality assurance fee
established pursuant to this article, or Section 14169.54
or 14169.55, cannot be implemented. This subdivision
shall not apply to any final judicial determination made by
any court of appellate jurisdiction in a case brought by
hospitals located outside the state.
(b) The federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services denies approval for, or does not approve on or
before the last day of a program period, the implementation
of Sections 14169.52, 14169.53, 14169.54, and
14169.55, and the department fails to modify
Section 14169.52, 14169.53, 14169.54, or 14169.55
pursuant to subdivision (d) of Section 14169.53 in order
to meet the requirements of federal law or to obtain federal
approval.
(c) The Legislature fails to appropriate moneys in the fund
in the annual Budget Act, or fails to appropriate such
moneys in a separate bill enacted within thirty (30) days
following enactment of the annual Budget Act. A final
judicial determination by the California Supreme Court or
any California Court of Appeal that the revenues collected
pursuant to this article that are deposited in the fund are
either of the following:
(1) “General Fund proceeds of taxes appropriated pursuant
to Article XIII B of the California Constitution,” as used in
subdivision (b) of Section 8 of Article XVI of the California
Constitution.
(2) “Allocated local proceeds of taxes,” as used in
subdivision (b) of Section 8 of Article XVI of the California
Constitution.
(d) The department has sought but has not received
federal financial participation for the supplemental
payments and other costs required by this article for which
federal financial participation has been sought.
(e) A lawsuit related to this article is filed against the state
and a preliminary injunction or other order has been issued
that results in a financial disadvantage to the state. For
purposes of this subdivision, “financial disadvantage to
the state” means either of the following:
(1) A loss of federal financial participation.
(2) A net cost to the General Fund cost incurred due to the
act that is equal to or greater than one-quarter of 1 percent
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of the General Fund expenditures authorized in the most
recent annual Budget Act.
(f) The proceeds of the fee and any interest and dividends
earned on deposits are not deposited into the fund or are
not used as provided in Section 14169.53.
(g) The proceeds of the fee, the matching amount provided
by the federal government, and interest and dividends
earned on deposits in the fund are not used as provided in
Section 14169.68.
SEC. 4.2. Section 14169.75 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code is amended to read:
14169.75. Notwithstanding subdivision (k) of Section
14167.35, subdivisions (a), (i), and (j) of Section
14167.35, creating the fund, are not repealed and shall
remain operative as long as this article remains operative.
Notwithstanding Section 14169.72, this article shall
become inoperative on January 1, 2018. A hospital shall
not be required to pay the fee after that date unless the fee
was owed during the period in which the article was
operative, and payments authorized under Section
14169.53 shall not be made unless the payments were
owed during the period in which the article was operative.
SEC. 5. General Provisions.
(a) If any provision of this measure, or any part thereof, is
for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional, the
remaining provisions shall not be affected, but shall remain
in full force and effect, and to this end the provisions of
this measure are severable.
(b) This measure is intended to be comprehensive. It is
the intent of the people that in the event this measure or
measures relating to the same subject shall appear on the
same statewide election ballot, the provisions of the other
measure or measures shall be deemed to be in conflict
with this measure. In the event that this measure receives
a greater number of affirmative votes, the provisions of this
measure shall prevail in their entirety, and all provisions of
the other measure or measures shall be null and void.

PROPOSITION 53
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in
accordance with the provisions of Section 8 of Article II of
the California Constitution.
This initiative measure adds a section to the California
Constitution; therefore, new provisions proposed to be
added are printed in italic type to indicate that they are
new.

PROPOSED LAW
SECTION 1. Title.
This act shall be known and may be cited as the No Blank
Checks Initiative.
SEC. 2. Findings and Declarations.
The people of the State of California find and declare as
follows:
(a) The politicians in Sacramento have mortgaged our
future with long-term bond debt obligations that will take
taxpayers, our children, and future generations decades to
pay off.
(b) Under current rules, the sale of state bonds only needs
to be approved by voters if they will be repaid out of the
state’s general revenues. But state politicians can sell
Text of Proposed Laws
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